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Crystal chemistry of FeO at high pressure and temperature
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Ahstract- The phase relations and equations of state of Fe,O have been studied up to a pressure
of 100 GPa and a temperature of 1100 K, using a high-temperature diamond-anvil cell combined
with synchrotron x-ray diffraction. Under a hydrostatic environment, Fe.O transforms from the
NaCl-type cubic structure (Bl) to a rhombohedral structure at 16 GPa and 300 K. The transition
pressures increase as a function of temperature with a pressure-temperature slope of 0.070(±0.003)
GPalK. No significant effect of non stoichiometry on the transition boundary was observed. The
transition occurs at lower pressure under nonhydrostatic conditions. The rhombohedral phase in-
creases its distortion with increasing pressure. Further distortions from the rhombohedral cell to a
lower symmetry phase were observed at pressures above 40 GPa at room temperature. Upon heating
at high pressure, the NiAs-type hexagonal phase (BS) forms at 90 GPa and 600 K. Least-squares
fits of the hydrostatic compression data yielded the room-temperature bulk modulus K

TO
= 146(±2)

GPa with its pressure derivative (8KTOI8P)T = 4 for the NaCI-type cubic phase (Bl). The effect of
degree of nonstoichiometry on the bulk moduli is small, within the uncertainty of the experiments.
Although the bulk modulus for the rhombohedral phase cannot be determined accurately, by compar-
ing the structurally related interplanar d spacings it is evident that the rhombohedral phase is less
compressible than the cubic phase. The bulk modulus and its pressure derivative for the NiAs-type
hexagonal phase (BS), derived from the static compression data, are 172 GPa and 4.3 at 900 K,
respectively.

INTRODUCTION

EXPERIMENTALSTUDIESin the system MgO-FeO-
Si02 at high pressure and temperature have pro-
vided tight constraints on mantle mineralogy. The
crystal chemistry of the end-member FeO at high
pressure and temperature is of particular impor-
tance in understanding the role of iron in the
Earth's lower mantle. Furthermore, FeO has been
suggested as a possible light-alloying component
in the Earth's core (RINGWOOD, 1977). There has
been increasing experimental evidence that high
pressure and temperature would enhance the solu-
bility of oxygen in molten iron (KATo and RING-
WOOD, 1989; OHTANI and RINGWOOD, 1984; OH-
TANIet al., 1984; RINGWOODand HIBBERSON,1990,
1991; and ITO et al., 1995). In order to understand
the fundamental physiochemical basis for those ob-
servations, it is essential to determine the crystal
and electronic structure transitions and the com-
pression behavior of FeO at high pressure and
temperature.

Ferrous oxide is invariably nonstoichiometric
with compositions from Fea.ssO to Fea.9s0 (HAZEN
and JEANLOZ, 1984). Three polymorphs in Fe.O,
the NaCI-type cubic (Bl), rhombohedral, and
NiAs-type hexagonal (B8) phases, have been iden-
tified (Zou et al., 1980; JEANLOZ and AHRENS,
1980; YAGI et al., 1985; and FEl and MAO, 1994).
The rhombohedral and NiAs-type hexagonal
phases are not quenchable. The cubic to rhombo-
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hedral transition accompanies a magnetic transition
from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic state
(TOMBS and ROOKSBY, 1950; WILLIS and ROOK-
SBY, 1953; ROTH, 1960; VAUGHAN and DRICK-
AMER, 1967; Zou et al., 1980). The transition to
the NiAs-type hexagonal phase may be associated
with the metallization of Fe.O (KNITTLEand JEAN-
LOZ, 1986, 1991; KNITTLEet al., 1986; and FEl and
MAO, 1994). The equation of state for the cubic
phase has been studied extensively by static com-
pression method (MAO et al., 1969; WILL et al.,
1980; HAZEN, 1981; YAGI et al., 1985; JEANLOZ
and SATO-SORENSEN,1986; Lru and Lnr, 1987; and
FEl and MAO, 1991) and by ultrasonic and shock-
wave experiments (MIZUTANI, 1971; SUMINOet al.,
1980; BERGERet al., 1981; BONCZARand GRAHAM,
1982; JACKSONet al., 1990; and JEANLOZand AH-
RENS, 1980). Despite considerable study by both
static and dynamic compression methods, many
questions still remain unanswered regarding the ef-
fect of the degree of non stoichiometry, the devia-
toric stress, and temperatures on the phase bound-
aries and the equations of state. In order to address
these issues, we have conducted a series of static
compression experiments on Fe.O over a wide
composition range under hydrostatic and nonhy-
drostatic conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Sample synthesis and characterization

The physical properties and structural states of Fe.O
are complicated by its nonstoichiometric nature. The syn-
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thesized Fe.O samples often retain a memory of their
thermal and pressure history. Careful characterization of
the starting materials is very important for interpreting the
high-pressure data of Fe.O, Three synthetic Fe,O samples
(Feo.920, Feo.940, and Feo.9s0) were used in the experi-
ments. The Feo920 and Feo940 samples were prepared by
heating Fe203 to 1473 K under controlled oxygen fugacity
in a CO-C02 gas-mixing furnace. The compositions of
the samples were determined by x-ray diffraction mea-
surements on the basis of the composition-lattice parame-
ter relationship of Fe.O (x = lao - 3.900]/0.433, SIMONS,
1980). The lattice I?arameters of the syn!hesized samples
are ao = 4.296(1) A and ao = 4.307(1) A, corresponding
to compositions Feo.920 and Feo.940, respectively. The
Feo.9s0 sample was synthesized from a mixture of Feo.940
and metallic Fe at 9 GPa and 1273 K in a multi-anvil
apparatus. Its lattice parameter is ao = 4.323(1) A.

High-pressure and high-temperature techniques

High pressures were generated between two gem-
quality single-crystal diamonds in a diamond-anvil cell,
similar to that described by MAO et al. (1979). In order
to achieve simultaneous high pressure and temperature,
an external resistance heating system was incorporated in
the diamond-anvil cell. The cell was accordingly modified
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to optimize pressure generation at high temperature (MAO
et al., 1991). The major modifications include (1) inconel
piston-cylinder, (2) thermally insulating the piston-
cylinder from the lever arm body, and (3) a double-ring
alignment system on the piston to freely retract and ad-
vance the piston at high temperature.

Two types of external resistance heating designs were
used to achieve high temperature in the diamond-anvil
cell in this study. A large sleeve-shaped platinum-wire
heater fitted around the protruding portion of the piston-
cylinder was used to heat the sample to temperatures up
to 900 K (MAO et al., 1991; FE! et al., 1992). This design
is not advantageous for generating high pressures >40
GPa) at temperatures above 600 K because of stress relax-
ation through plastic flow at high temperature. To over-
come the problem, we designed a double-heater configu-
ration in which an additional small molybdenum-wire
heater was positioned around the diamond anvils (Fig. I).
This double-heater high-temperature diamond-anvil cell
is capable of achieving pressures greater than 125 GPa
at temperatures up to 1100 K in a mildly reducing atmo-
sphere (Ar with 1% Hz) (FE! and MAO, 1994).

Sample configurations
Experiments on Fe.O were conducted under both hy-

drostatic and nonhydrostatic environments. In the hydro-

FIG. 1. Experimental configuration. The design of the diamond-anvil cell is similar to that of MAO
et al. (1991). High temperatures were achieved by using a double-heater system. Temperatures were
measured with thermocouples (TCI and TC2). Energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction techniques were

used for data acquisition.
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static compression experiments, neon was used as a
pressure-transmitting medium. The polycrystalline sam-
ple was loaded into a sample chamber, 200 µm in diame-
ter by 70 µm in thickness, drilled from a preindented
rhenium gasket. Only one-third of the chamber volume
was filled with sample. Small ruby grains and gold foil
were placed in the sample chamber as pressure calibrants.
The sample chamber was then filled with neon gas at 200
MPa in a high-pressure gas-loading device (JEPHCOATet
al., 1987) and subsequently sealed at pressures above 1
GPa. All the hydrostatic compression experiments were
carried out at pressures below 36 GPa, using 600-µm flat
diamond anvils. The nonhydrostatic compression experi-
ments were designed to generate higher pressures, using
300-µm culet or beveled diamond anvils. Similar to the
hydrostatic compression experiments, the rhenium gasket
was preindented to the desired thickness. The powder
sample with thin gold foil was compacted in a sample
chamber, typically 75 µm in diameter by 25 µm in thick-
ness. The rhenium gasket works very well at high temper-
ature because of its high strength. A simultaneous pres-
sure of 100 GPa and temperature of 1100 K was achieved
in this sample configuration.

Synchrotron X-ray diffraction techniques

The experiments were conducted at x17c beamline, the
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National
Laboratory. Polychromatic (white) wiggler synchrotron x-
radiation was used for energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction
measurements. A highly collimated x-ray beam, regulated
by two mutually perpendicular slits, was aligned with the
detection system and the center of the sample chamber
in the diamond-anvil cell. The sample can be scanned
in vertical and horizontal directions by a motor system
installed in the sample stage. A 25-µm beam spot was
used in diffraction measurements. The diffraction data
were collected with an intrinsic germanium 4096-channel
solid-state detector at a fixed 2f) angle. The energy-chan-
nel number relationship was determined by measuring the
energies of well-determined x-ray emission lines (K" and
K~)of Mn, Cu, Rb, Mo, Ag, Ba, and Tb. The 2f) angle
was calibrated by measuring the energies of diffraction
peaks, corresponding to the known interplanar spacings
dhkl, of gold at ambient conditions.
The energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction technique has

the advantage of quick acquisition of diffraction data.
Although it is not a problem to maintain simultaneous
high pressure and temperature in the high-temperature
diamond-anvil cell for extended period of time, quick data
acquisition helps to obtain sufficient data over a wide
P-T range within the allocated short synchrotron beam
time. The diffraction of Fe.O is relatively strong. A com-
plete diffraction pattern of Fe.O with reasonable signal-
to-noise ratio can be obtained in less than 10 minutes.
The diffraction data were fitted to Voight functions using
a peak-fitting program. The interplanar spacings dhkl (A)
were calculated from the measured peak energies Ehkl

(kev) by dhk1 = (6.199/sin f)IEhkl•

Temperature and pressure measurements

It is essential to establish a pressure calibration standard
at high temperature for the high P-Texperiments. At room
temperature, pressures in the diamond-anvil cell were de-
termined by measuring the specific volumes of metals
such as Cu, Mo, Pd, Ag, Au, and Pt by x-ray diffraction,
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based on their volume-pressure relationships derived from
shock compression data. The ruby pressure scale was es-
tablished by measuring simultaneously the shift of the
ruby R, luminescent line and the specific volume of those
metals (MAOet al., 1978; 1986). In this study, pressures
at high temperature were determined from the measured
lattice parameter of gold and sample temperature, based
on the P-V-T equation of state of gold proposed by AN-
DERSONet al. (1989). The sample temperatures were mea-
sured with a Pt-PtI3%Rh thermocouple placed near the
sample chamber (Figure 1). The temperature difference
between the sample and the thermocouple junction is cali-
brated by observing the melting point of NaCl at ambient
pressure. The accuracy and precision of measurements
are within 10 K.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phase relations

The phase transitions in Fe.O were determined
by in situ synchrotron x-ray diffraction techniques.
In the experiment where FeD.920 powder was used
as starting material, we confirmed the transition
from the NaCI-type cubic (B1) to a rhombohedral
phase at 16 GPa and 300 K under hydrostatic con-
ditions (in a neon pressure transmitting medium).
The transition was characterized by the splitting of
the 111, 220, and 222 diffraction peaks of the cubic
phase (cf Fig. 2). The 200 peak remained sharp
and strong. The observed new diffraction pattern

Feo.9SO, Nonhydrostatic

18 20 22., 24 26 28 30
Energy (kev)

32 34

FIG. 2. Energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction spectra of
Fe.O at pressures across the cubic-rhombohedral transi-
tion under nonhydrostatic conditions. Under hydrostatic
conditions, the splitting of the 111 and 220 peaks of the
cubic phase occurred in a small pressure interval (~1
GPa).
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can be indexed by using a rhombohedral cell at
pressures near the transition, as shown by YAGI et
al. (1985). The cubic-rhombohedral transition was
also supported by the single-crystal compression
experiment where helium was used as pressure me-
dium (MAO et al., 1993). The rhombohedral cell is
closely related to the NaCl-type cubic cell and can
be derived by stretching along the body diagonal
direction 111 of the cubic cell, as suggested by Zou
et al. (1980). However, with increasing pressure,
deviation from the rhombohedral cell becomes evi-
dent, even when neon was used as pressure trans-
mitting medium.

After observing the rhombohedral phase at room
temperature, we started to heat the sample at 22
GPa. The rhombohedral phase transformed back to
the cubic phase at 21 GPa and 400 K (Fig. 3). The
small pressure drop was due to material relaxation
at high temperature. With further increase of pres-
sure at 400 K, the transition from the cubic to the
rhombohedral phase was observed again at 23 GPa.
Similarly, the transition was observed at 31 GPa
and 500 K. At the maximum simultaneous pressure
and temperature of 37 GPa and 600 K, the cubic
phase was observed. The P-T path of the experi-
ment is shown by the arrows in Fig. 3. The transi-
tion boundary has a positive pressure-temperature
slope with P(GPa) = -5.0 + 0.070(±0.003)T(K).

To evaluate the effect of degree of nonstoichiom-
etry on the transition pressures, we also carried out
an experiment where FeD.980 powder was used as
starting material, using neon as pressure transmit-
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FIG. 3. The cubic-rhombohedral transition determined
by in situ x-ray diffraction measurements. The arrows
indicate the P-T path of the experiment. The solid and
dashed lines represent phase boundaries under hydrostatic
and nonhydrostatic conditions, respectively. Experimental
data (squares, cubic phase; and triangles, rhombohedral
phase) are shown for the Feo.920sample. Similar results
were obtained when Feo.980 was used as the starting
material.
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ting medium. The observed transition pressures at
300 K, 400 K, and 500 K were identical to those
of FeD920 described above, within experimental un-
certainty (±0.4 GPa). The observation at 300 K is
also consistent with that of YAGIet al. (1985) who
used a FeD.9S0 sample in their experiment.

From the experimental results of Zou et al.
(1980) and YAGIet al. (1985), it is evident that the
transition from the cubic to the rhombohedral phase
is affected by the stress environments of the sam-
ple. Zou et at. reported the transition at 9 GPa and
298 K when no pressure medium was used in the
experiment. In contrast to the sharp transition at
16 GPa under hydrostatic conditions (YAGI et al.,
1985), the transition pressures cannot be clearly
defined under nonhydrostatic conditions. We found
that the broadening of the 111 and 220 diffraction
peaks occurred at pressures below 8 GPa. The lat-
tice parameters calculated from the 111, 200, and
220 lines indicate significant deviation from the
cubic cell at pressures above 6 GPa and room tem-
perature. If we define the transition by the mis-
matches of the observed and calculated interplanar
dhkl spacings, the transition pressure is about 6 GPa
at room temperature, 10 GPa lower than that under
hydrostatic conditions. The measured pressure-
temperature slope (dTldP) of the transition is lower
than the hydrostatic value, resulting from the
change of the stress environment with increasing
temperature (Fig. 3).

At ambient pressure, Fe.O undergoes a magnetic
transition from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic
state at 198 K (TOMBSand ROOKSBY,1950; WILLIS
and ROOKSBY, 1953; and ROTH, 1960). The mag-
netic transition was also observed at high pressure
and room temperature by high-pressure Mossbauer
studies (VAUGHANand DRICKAMER,1967; and Zou
et al., 1980). The antiferromagnetic phase has a
rhombohedral cell, derived from distortion of the
NaCl-type cubic cell, with the rhombohedral angle
a = 59.4° at 90 K (WILLIS and ROOKSBY, 1953).
Zou et al. (1980) and YAGI et al. (1985) suggested
that the high-pressure transition from the cubic to
the rhombohedral phase was the extension of the
low-temperature transition caused by the increase
of the Neel temperature with pressure. Linear ex-
trapolation of our measured cubic-rhombohedral
boundary to ambient pressure yielded the Neel tem-
peratures of 71 K and 250 K for hydrostatic and
nonhydrostatic compression, respectively. The dis-
crepancy on the Neel temperature at ambient pres-
sure may result from the complex effect of the
stress conditions on the transition. The rhombo-
hedral angle a is about 57.7° (±0.3°) for the high-
pressure rhombohedral phase at 20 GPa and 300
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FIG. 4. Energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction spectra of
Fe.O at pressures above 27 GPa. At pressures below 40
GPa, the diffraction pattern can be qualitatively indexed
with a rhombohedral cell. With increasing pressure, the
splitting of the 104 peak was observed, as shown in the
inset.

K, which indicates that the degree of distortion at
high pressure is higher than that at low temperature.

Although the 111 and 220 peaks begin to
broaden at pressures as low as 5 GPa under nonhy-
drostatic conditions, clear splitting of the 111 and
220 peaks was resolved at pressures above 16 GPa
(Fig. 2). The two peaks resulting from the splitting
of 111, corresponding to 003 and 10 1 in the
rhombohedral cell assignment, were significantly
broader than the 102 peak, corresponding to 200
in the cubic cell. Similarly, the 104 and 110 peaks,
of the split 220 in the cubic cell, were very broad.
Having examined the diffraction data from three
nonhydrostatic compression experiments of FeD.940
and Feo.9s0 up to 58 GPa, 71 GPa and 82 GPa,
respectively, at room temperature, we observed
changes in the relative intensities of the 003 and
101 diffractions, indicating strong preferred orien-
tation. Furthermore, the deviation from the rhom-
bohedral cell increases with increasing pressure.
At pressures above 40 GPa, further splitting of the
104 peak was observed (Fig. 4), indicating further
distortion from the rhombohedral cell to a lower
symmetry phase. YAGI et at. (1985) reported evi-
dence of further splitting of the 104 peak at about
40 GPa, but the observed peak was very weak.
From our diffraction data, the existence of the

lower symmetry phase is evident, but the nature of
this lower symmetry phase is unclear. Our data
also indicate that degree of the distortion increases
with increasing degree of nonstoichiometry, re-
flected by the separation of the 003 and 101 peaks
in FeD.940 and FeD.980 at any given pressure .

Shock wave studies revealed the existence of a
denser phase of Fe.O at pressures above 70 GPa
along the Hugoniot (JEANLOZand AHRENS, 1980;
and YAGI et al., 1988). Transition to this denser
phase was not observed in static compression ex-
periments at room temperature (YAGI et al., 1985;
this study). The structure of this denser phase was
the subject of speculation (e.g., JEANLOZand AH-
RENS, 1980; JACKSONand RINGWOOD,1981; NAV-
ROTSKY and DAVIES, 1981; and JACKSON et al.,
1990). JACKSONand RINGWOOD(1981) and NAV-
ROTSKYand DAVIES (1981) argued that the denser
phase may have the NiAs structure based on ther-
mochemical systematics. Very recently, FEl and
MAO (1994) discovered a NiAs-type hexagonal
phase of Fe.O at high pressure and temperature
by in situ x-ray diffraction measurements. Under
nonhydrostatic conditions, the distorted rhombo-
hedral phase transformed to the NiAs phase with
transition pressure P(GPa) = 118(::'::2) -0.051
X (::'::0.004)T(K) (Fig. 5) (FE! and MAO, 1994). On
the basis of this transition and the transition from
the cubic to the rhombohedral phase discussed
above, the cubic phase (Bl) would directly trans-

1700. IT Shock wave data
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FIG. 5. Phase diagram of Fe.O. Data are shown by
symbols: open squares, NaCl structure (Bl); open trian-
gles, rhombohedral phase; and solid circles, NiAs-type
structure (BS) (FE!and MAO,1994). Shock-induced tran-
sition point (JEANLOZand AHRENS,19S0) is represented
by open circle. The open and solid arrows indicate metal-
lization of FeO inferred from electrical resistance mea-
surements in the laser-heated diamond-anvil cell (KNITTLE
and JEANLOZ,1991).
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form to the NiAs phase (B8) at temperatures above
the triple point temperature (~1020 K). The transi-
tion from the cubic to the NiAs phase at high pres-
sure and temperature is consistent with the observa-
tion of the shock-wave compression experiments.

Isothermal bulk modulus

The compression behavior of Fe.O has been
studied by ultrasonic and shock-wave compression
methods and by static compression in the diamond-
anvil ce1l, as reviewed by JEANLOZ and HAZEN

(1983) and JACKSON et at. (1990). The bulk modu-
lus for the cubic phase (B 1) of Fe,O has a large
uncertainty, derived from the static compression
data (WILL et al., 1980; HAZEN, 1981; YAGI et al.,
1985; JEANLOZ and SATO-SORENSEN, 1986; and LIU
and Lru, 1987). The scattering of the compression
data, especia1ly at pressures above 6 GPa, is largely
due to the deviatoric stress effect under nonhydro-
static environments. We have carried out compres-
sion experiments of Fe,O under hydrostatic and
nonhydrostatic conditions and observed similar
data scattering when no pressure medium was used
in the experiments. Under nonhydrostatic condi-
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tions, the diffraction peaks broadened with increas-
ing pressure. The mismatches of dIll, d2oo, and d22D

were about 0.3 % at 6 GPa, increasing to 1 % at
8 GPa. The lattice parameter of the B 1 phase is
very sensitive to the deviatoric stress. Even when
a soft pressure transmitting medium is used in the
experiments, it is important to have sufficiently
large medium to sample volume ratio to prevent
premature bridging of the diamond anvils by the
sample at high pressure. To evaluate the effect of
the degree of nonstoichiometry on the bulk modu-
lus, we obtained compression data on FeD.9S0and
FeD.nO, using neon as pressure transmitting me-
dium (Table 1, Fig. 6). The volumes were calcu-
lated by fitting the d.«. d2oo, and d22D spacings,
while the pressures were determined using gold as
an internal pressure calibrant. In the Feo.9s0 experi-
ment, pressures were also determined by using the
ruby pressure scale to check the consistency in
pressure determination. Least-squares fits of the
compression data to the Birch-Murnaghan equation
of state yielded the bulk moduli KTO of 147(±2)
GPa and 144(±2) GPa for FeD.nO and FeD9S0, re-
spectively, assuming the pressure derivative (8Knj
8?h = 4. The result does not show any significant

Table 1. Hydrostatic compression data of FeO.920 and FeO.9S0 at room temperature

FeO.920 FeO.980

P, GPaQ V, cm3/mo1 P, GPaa P(ruby), GPi V, cm3/mol

0.0001 11.93(1) 0.0001 12.16(1)

0.81(10) 11.86(1) 1.90(5) 1.80 12.04(1)

1.55(12) 11.79(1) 3.24(6) 11.91(1)

2.63(8) 11.73(2) 4.96(16) 5.20 11.76(1)

4.58(15) 11.58(1) 761(16) 7.70 11.60(2)

8.65(29) 11.31(1) 8.91(19) 9.00 11.51(1)

10.51(27) 11.20(1) 10.50(10) 10.43 11.40(1)

12.47(30) 11.09(2) 11.49(12) 11.34 11.32(2)

14.19(56) 11.01(2) 12.12(40) 12.34 11.34(2)

16.02(12) 10.90(2) 13.14(31) 13.19 11.27(2)

13.94(26) 11.19(2)

14.50(30) 14.80 11.17(2)

15.60(23) 15.90 11.10(2)

aCalcu1ated from the lattice parameter of gold, based on its P- V-T equation of state
proposed by ANDERSON et al. (1989). The uncertainties in pressure were propagated
from the errors in lattice parameter measurements.
bDetermined by using the ruby pressure scale (MAO et al., 1986)
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FIG. 6. Hydrostatic compression data of Feo920 (open
circles) and Feo980 (open squares) at room temperature.
The solid curves are calculated isotherms.

effect of the degree of nonstoichiometry on the
bulk modulus over the composition range from x
= 0.92 to 0.98, contrary to the speculation on the
compositional dependence of Fe.O bulk modulus
(MCCAMMON, 1993). A similar conclusion was
also reached by HAZEN (1981) who determined the
bulk moduli of FeD.9DO, FeD930, and FeD.9470 using
methanol-ethanol (4:1) as pressure medium by the
single-crystal diffraction method.

There is some confusion in the comparison of the
bulk moduli of Fe,O derived from static compression
data, because the comparisons were made without
specifying the pressure derivatives. It is important to
evaluate the correlation between the bulk modulus
and its pressure derivative, especially when the com-
pression range is limited (JEANLOz, 1981). To com-
pare the compression data with different composi-
tions, we plotted the relative volume, V/VD, as a
function of pressure. Fig. 7 shows all the hydrostatic
or quasi-hydrostatic compression data of the cubic
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o FeD.9SO, THIS STUDY

FeD•940, HAZEN (1981)
FeD.940, MAO et al. (1993)

+ Feo 9S0, YAGI et al. (1985)
x FeO.950, JEANLOZ & SATO-SORENSEN (1986)
• FeD.930, LIU & LIU (1987)

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the hydrostatic compression data of Fe.O. The solid curve is a least-squares
fit of all the data except those of YAGI et al. (1985) and JEANLOZand SATO-SORENSEN(1986) to
the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state. The isentrope based on Kso = 154.9 GPa and (8Ksol8P)s
= 4.84 derived from the ultrasonic data (JACKSON et al., 1990) are also shown for comparison (the
dashed curve).
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FIG. 8. The trade-off between the bulk modulus KTO

and its pressure derivative (8KTJ8Ph. The best-fit results
are KTO = 149 GPa and (8KTJ8Ph = 3.5.

Fe.O phase. The data obtained in this study, using
neon as pressure medium, are consistent with the
single-crystal studies of HAzEN (1981) who used
methanol-ethanol (4:1) as pressure medium and of
MAO et al. (1993) who used helium as pressure me-
dium. Our result is also in a good agreement with
that of Lru and Lru (1987) who obtained the compres-
sion data up to 8.3 GPa using methanol-ethanol (4:1)
as pressure medium, by the powder x-ray diffraction
method. In comparison with the data of YAGI et al.
(1985) and JEANLOZand SATO-SORENSEN(1986) who
used methanol-ethanol (4:1) as pressure medium,
there is general agreement between our data and their
data at pressures below 6 GPa. However, their data
at pressures above 6 GPa showed relatively large
scatter which may result from the increase of nonhy-
drostatic stress with increasing pressure.

The Fe.O samples used to obtain the compres-
sion data plotted in Fig. 7 represent a wide range
of compositions (0.90 :5 x :5 0.98). There is no
systematic effect of the degree of nonstoichiometry
on the bulk modulus within the uncertainties of the
data. Least-squares fits of all the data except those
of YAGI et al. (1985) and JEANLOZ and SATO-
SORENSEN(1986) to the Birch-Murnaghan equation
of state yielded the best-fit results, KTD = 149 GPa
and (8KTrJ8Ph = 3.5. However, The KTD and
(8KTrJ8Ph are strongly correlated. Figure 8 shows
the covariance between KTD and (8KTrJ8Ph-

JEANLOZand HAzEN (1983) pointed out that the
bulk moduli determined by dynamic methods, includ-
ing ultrasonic and shock-wave experiments, were sig-
nificantly higher than those obtained by static com-
pression. Recent ultrasonic measurements indicate
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that the bulk moduli of single-crystal Fe.O deter-
mined by ultrasonic wave propagation have very
small variation, ranging from 151 GPa to 154 GPa
(BERGER et al., 1981; and JACKSONet al., 1990).
The bulk moduli determined by resonance techniques
(SUMINOet al., 1980), by polycrystalline ultrasonic
measurements (MIZUTANl, 1971; and BONCZARand
GRAHAM, 1982), and by shock-wave compression
(JEANLOZand AHRENS, 1980) range from 172 GPa
to 182 GPa. JACKSONet at. (1990) showed that essen-
tially all of the previous ultrasonic, static and shock
compression data could be reconciled with their KSD
and (8KsrJ8P)s values of 155 GPa and 4.9 respec-
tively. However, assessment of the hydrostatic com-
pression data of Fe.O (HAzEN, 1981; MAO et al.,
1993; this study) shows a lower bulk modulus, KTO
= 149 GPa, for a (8Krol8Ph value of 3.5. The
ultrasonic and static compression data could be recon-
ciled with the ultrasonic value (KTO = 153 GPa), if
a (8Krol8Ph value of 3.1 is assumed.

The bulk modulus for the rhombohedral phase of
Fe.O was not well constrained because the powder
diffraction data for the rhombohedral phase were
limited between 16 GPa and 23 GPa. The data
collected above 23 GPa under nonhydrostatic con-
ditions indicated significant deviation from the
rhombohedral cell, and also indicated further dis-
tortion to a lower symmetry phase. Despite the
splitting and broadening of the 111, 220, and 311
peaks, the 200 of the cubic phase, corresponding
to the 102 in the rhombohedral cell, remained sharp
and strong. The pressure dependence of the d spac-
ing of this peak (Fig. 9) indicates that the rhombo-

2. 15 ~ (200j of the cubic phase

• Nonhydrostatic

0< 0·. • Feo.gSO

cO
2.1D o~

'6 ~ 0 Feo.g40

" •""rJl... 2.05 •~
" ~e- •E 2.DD o.

~
o.

•
1.95 l- • .'10 2D 30 40 5D 60 70 80

Pressure, GPa

FIG. 9. Pressure dependence of the interplanar d spac-
ings related to the 200 peak of the cubic cell. Experimental
data are shown for two compositions, Feo980 (solid cir-
cles) and Feo940 (open squares).
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hedral phase (or the distorted rhombohedral phase)
is less compressible than the cubic phase. The den-
sity of the rhombohedral phase is only slightly
larger than that of the cubic phase at the transition
pressure. The difference in density is about 0.5%.

FEI and MAO (1994) reported the bulk modulus
KT = 172(± 14) GPa and its pressure derivative
(8KTI8P)y = 4.3(::'::0.6) for the NiAs hexagonal
phase of Fe.O at 900 K. Their results are in good
agreement with the shock compression data (JEAN-

LOZ and AHRENS, 1980; and YAGI et al., 1988). A
comparison of the densities of the NiAs hexagonal
phase between the static and shock-wave data was
shown by FEl and MAO (1994).

It is very difficult to determine the temperature
effect on the bulk modulus even for the cubic phase
of Fe.O because the composition of Fe.O changes
as a function of temperature and pressure. Figure
10 shows the results from two high P-T experi-
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ments in which neon was used as pressure medium.
In the first experiment, a FeD.920 sample was used
as the starting material. Its room temperature com-
pression data were discussed above. Upon heating,
the cubic phase is stable to higher pressure (cf. Fig.
3). The lattice parameters for the cubic phase at
400 K and 500 K plotted on the extrapolation of
the 300-K compression curve indicate very small
thermal expansivity at high pressure (Fig. 10). With
further increasing temperature to 600 K, the lattice
parameters increased substantially. The change
cannot be simply attributed to thermal expansion.
After we conducted the experiment with the sample
close to the stoichiometric composition, we real-
ized that the sudden change in lattice parameter at
600 K was due to the compositional change. Figure
10 also shows the lattice parameters as a function
of pressure from the experiment where FeD.9SO
sample was used as the starting material. The lattice

FeO.9SO, 300 K
• Feo.gSO, 600 K

n:;~vl,.;l,.;)= re~ncp)• I - FeO.920, 300 K
0 FeO.920, 300 K
f}. FeO.920, 400 K
o FeO.920, 500 K
D FeO.920, 600 K

•
0<
"'~~t
Se
~

4.18~v....
4.16t:

"=~ 4.14

4.12

4.10

4.08

4.06

4.04
0 25 30 35

Pressure, GPa

FIG. 10. Lattice parameters of the cubic phase as a function of pressure and temperature. The
open symbols are data from the experiment where Feo.920 was used as the starting material. The
solid circles represent compression data of FeD.980 at 600 K. The solid and dashed curves are the
calculated 300-K isotherms of FeD.920 and Feo980, respectively. The arrows indicate the P-T path
of the experiment.
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parameters at 600 K are consistent with those from
the first experiment where the FeD.nO sample was
used as starting material, implying that the Fe.O
samples may have sircilar equilibrium composition
at high pressure and temperature regardless of the
compositional differences in the starting materials.
Upon decompression at 600 K, a small kink in the
lattice parameter was observed at about 11 GPa,
coincident with the (l!-E transition in Fe. The kink
is reproducible upon compression or decompres-
sion. If this kink in the lattice parameter reflects
the compositional change of Fe,O, it may explain
why the Fe,O sample with maximum Fe content
(close to the stoichiometric composition) can be
synthesized at about 10 GPa.

Crystal chemistry

HAZENand JEANLOZ(1984) reviewed the crystal
chemistry and defect structure of Fe.O at ambient
pressure. Our in situ x-ray diffraction measure-
ments of Fe.O provide new data for understanding
the crystal chemistry and phase relations of Fe,O
at high pressure and temperature. On the basis of
the x-ray diffraction studies (Zou et al., 1980; YAGI
et al., 1985; MAO et al., 1993; and this study), it
is quite clear that the 16-GPa transition at room
temperature is a cubic to rhombohedral transition
caused by distortion of the cubic cell, an elongation
along a body diagonal direction (111) of the NaCI-
type cubic cell. Our determination of the tempera-
ture and stress dependence of the transition sup-
ports that this transition is closely related to the
observed paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic transi-
tion at low temperature, but the degree of the dis-
tortion may be a complex function of pressure and
stress. The rhombohedral distortion is very sensi-
tive to the sample stress environments. Further dis-
tortion to a low symmetry phase at room tempera-
ture is evident, but it is not clear if this low
symmetry phase is metastable.

At high pressure and temperature, Fe.O has the
NiAs-type hexagonal structure (B8) (FEI and MAO,
1994). The NiAs structure consists of hexagonally
close-packed layers of oxygen and iron alternately
stacked along the c axis. It can be derived from
the NaCl-type cubic cell by varying the stacking
along the body diagonal direction (111) of the cu-
bic cell, corresponding to the c axis in the NiAs
structure. The Fe-Fe distance in the NiAs structure
is about 8% shorter than that in the NaCI structure.
The shorter Fe-Fe distance across shared Fe06 oc-
tahedral faces in the NiAs structure could lead to
metallization of Fe,O (JACKSONet al., 1990), sup-
porting the metallic behavior of this phase observed
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by electrical resistivity measurements (KNITTLE
and JEANLOZ, 1986, 1991; and KNITTLE et al.,
1986). The increase of metallicity of Fe.O at high
pressure would enhance oxygen solubility (in the
form of FeO) in molten iron, which has important
implications for the incorporation of lighter ele-
ments into the Earth's core (FE! and MAO, 1994).
It is well documented that Fe.O exsolves iron or

magnetite lamellae on the scale of several tens of
unit cells (HAZENand JEANLOZ,1984). The exsolu-
tion in Fe.O is the result of equilibrium processes
in the system Fe-O. Attempts to model the Fe-Fe.O
equilibria at high pressure and temperature were
made previously by MAO, 1974; FEI and SAXENA,
1986; and MCCAMMON, 1993. Those models were
based on the results from quenched experiments.
Many measurements and observations were diffi-
cult to interpret as a result of complexities in
quenching thermal and pressure history. In this
study, we provided new in situ measurements on
lattice parameters of Fe.O as a function of pres-
sure and temperature (Fig. 10). To completely
understand equilibrium processes in the Fe-Fe,O
system at high pressure and temperature, more
in situ measurements in pressure-temperature-
composition space are required.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the complexities in physical properties
and structure states of Fe.O at high pressure and
temperature, a clear picture of its phase relations
and compression behavior is begining to emerge.
On the basis of our experimental results, we can
conclude that the cubic-rhombohedral phase transi-
tion boundary is not affected by the degree of non-
stoichiometry of Fe.O, but is strongly dependent
on the deviatoric stress environment. The bulk
modulus for the cubic phase, derived from hydro-
static compression data, is KTD = 146 GPa with its
pressure derivative (fJKTQlfJPh = 4, independent
of the degree of nonstoichiometry of Fe.O. Under
nonhydrostatic conditions, the rhombohedral phase
increases its distortion with increasing pressure. A
lower symmetry phase, resulting from the rhombo-
hedral distortion, was observed at pressures above
40 GPa and room temperature. The structure and
nature of this lower symmetry phase are still not
clear. Transition from the rhombohedral distortion
to a NiAs-type hexagonal phase was observed upon
heating, consistent with shock compression experi-
ments. The transition has been studied only for
composition FeD.9S0. Therefore, the effect of the
degree of nonstoichiometry still needs to be
addressed.
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The effect of Mg content on the transitions ob-
served in Fe.O has important implications for
lower mantle mineralogy. We carried out one ex-
periment on (FeD.95,MgO.D5)0. The transition from
the cubic to rhombohedral phase was observed.
However, no NiAs-type hexagonal phase was ob-
served up to 101 GPa and 600 K. Evidently, further
study is required to understand the role of Mg in
the transitions at high pressure and temperature.
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